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STRATEGIC SPECIFICITY 

 

CANONICAL BASIS 



a)  Advertising is a factitive text in which the ‘doing’ modalises ‘doing’;  

b)   Advertising manipulation and persuasion modalities present a different status inside an “Advertising 
Meaning Making Program” 

-  Narrative Structures;  

-  Deep Structures 

-  Discursive Structures  
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b) Advertising manipulation and persuasion modalities present a different status inside an “Advertising 
Meaning Making Program” 

-  NARRATIVE STRUCTURES 

 * The manipulation output: a CONSENSUAL BEHAVIOUR SUBMISSION SITUATION;  

   * The persuasion output:  a CONSENSUAL COGNITIVE SUBMISSION SITUATION 

         1- Epistemic situations of certainty or of probability 

         2- The interchange of modal values is strictly based on the ‘Knowing how to do’; 

                                       3 – Thematically this ‘Knowing’ is connected with a commercial proposal on what 
concerns its veridictive configurations. 

 

To persuade is to 'make believing in’ a commercial proposal veridictive values of truth, or 
of error, or of secret or about of its illusory status. 
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SUBMISSION  
Desired intersubjective situation (+) 

Affective configuration: euphoric in terms of 
wanting or having to do  

UNSUBMISSSION 
Avoided intersubjective situation(-) 

Affective configuration: not euphoric in terms of not 
wanting or having not to do  

 
 

Categorical 
 

 
Contingent  

 

 
Categorical 

 

 
Contingent  

 

 
PERSUASION  

Cognitive dimension 

 
NOT PERSUASION 

Cognitive dimension 
 

  
 

CERTAINTY 
  

 Modalised by the 
alethic modality: 

necessity 
 

 
 

PROBABILITY 
  

Modalised by the  
alethic modality:  

possibility 
 

 
 

NOT CERTAINTY 
 

Modalised by the  
alethic modality: 

contingency 

 
 

NOT PROBABILITY 
 

Modalised by the  
alethic modality : 

impossibility 
  

  
MANIPULATION 

Performative Dimension 
 

 
NOT MANIPULATION 

Performative Dimension 

POWERLESSNESS  
 

Modalised by the 
deontic modality : 

interdiction 

OBEDIENCE  
 

Modalised by the deontic 
modality : prescrition 

FREEDOM 
 

Modalised by the  
deontic modality : 

permission 

INDEPENDENCE 
 

Modalised by the  
deontic modality : optionality 
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 b) Advertising manipulation and persuasion modalities present a different status inside an “Advertising 
Meaning Making Program” 

- DEEP STRUCTURES 



STRATEGIC SPECIFICITY 

 b) Advertising manipulation and persuasion modalities present a different status inside an “Advertising 
Meaning Making Program” 

- DISCURSIVE STRUCTURES 

• The transtextual specificity; 

• The veridictive thematic 

 



Discurse category 

 
PERSUASION FROM REASONING 

 
PERSUASION FROM CLARIFICATION 

 

 Persuasion objectives 
 

Conviction about the 
(commercial) adequacy 

 

Conviction about the 
(commercial) non adequacy 

Conviction about the 
(commercial) 
potentiallity 

Conviction about the 
(commercial) trickery 

 
Primary text veridictive 

foundaments 
(manipulative contract)  

 

MANIPULATIVE TRUTH 
(‘APPEARING+BEING’) 

  

 

MANIPULATIVE ERROR 
(‘NOT APPEARING  

+ NOT BEING’) 
  
 

Manipulative secrecy 
(‘not appearing

+being’)  
 

Manipulative illusion 
(‘appearing  

+ not being’) 
 

b) Advertising manipulation and persuasion modalities present a different status inside an “Advertising 
Meaning Making Program” 

- DISCURSIVE STRUCTURES 

• Persuasion strategies from from veridictive thematics 
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foundaments 
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Manipulative error 
(‘not appearing + not 

being’) 
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Discurse category 

 
PERSUASION FROM REASONING 

 
PERSUASION FROM CLARIFICATION 

 

 Persuasion objectives 
 

Conviction about the 
(commercial) adequacy 

 

Conviction about the 
(commercial) non adequacy 

Conviction about the 
(commercial) 
potentiallity 

Conviction about the 
(commercial) trickery 

 
Primary text veridictive 

foundaments 
(manipulative contract)  

 

Manipulative truth 
(‘appearing+being’) 

  

 

Manipulative error 
(‘not appearing + not 

being’) 
  
 

Manipulative secrecy 
(‘not appearing

+being’)  
 

MANIPULATIVE ILLUSION 
(‘APPEARING  

+ NOT BEING’) 
 

b) Advertising manipulation and persuasion modalities present a different status inside an “Advertising 
Meaning Making Program” 

- DISCURSIVE STRUCTURES 

• Persuasion strategies from from veridictive thematics 
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•  Any advertising message is a speech act which is a token of an ‘advertising communication 
contract’; 

•  It is the way how the adverstising messages manifest the clauses already settled in this contract that 
they acquire their canonical legitimacy; 

•  The canonical basis of an advertisement depends from a transtextual relationship with this set of 
canonical rules and presents an architextual specificity. 
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